THE TOAD
The well was deep, so the rope was long; it was hard work winching the bucket full of water up over
the rim of the well. The sun could never get down far enough to be reflected in the water, no matter
how clear it was, but as far as the sun could reach, green moss grew between the stones.
A family of immigrant toads lived there that had actually arrived headlong in the person of the
old toad-mother, who was still alive; the green frogs that had had the well as their home for much
longer and that swam around in the water there, acknowledged them as cousins and referred to
them as ‘well guests’. The latter seemed intent on staying there – they had a very comfortable
existence on ‘dry land’, as they called the wet stones.
The frog-mother had once travelled, been in the water bucket when it made its ascent, but she
found the upper reaches too bright, it hurt her eyes, though she fortunately managed to escape from
the bucket, fell with a fearful splosh into the water and had to lie still for three days with backache.
She wasn’t able to say much about life up there, but one thing she knew, as all of them did, was that
the well was not the whole world. The toad-mother could certainly have related a thing or two, but
she never answered any questions – so questions were never asked.
‘Dumpy and grumpy, chubby and grubby, that’s what she is!’ the young green frogs said. ‘Her
offspring will be just as ugly!’
‘That may well be!’ the toad-mother said, ‘but one of them has a head with a precious stone in it
– or perhaps I have!’
And the green frogs listened and gawped, and since they didn’t like what they had heard, they
made wry faces and dived deep down. But the young toads stretched their hind legs out from sheer
pride; each one of them believed it had the precious stone; and they sat there with the heads stock
still, but finally they asked what they were to be so proud about, and what such a precious stone
actually was.
‘It’s something so priceless and magnificent,’ the toad-mother said, ‘that I simply can’t describe
it! It is something one wears for one’s own pleasure, and that the others feel envious about. But
don’t ask me, I won’t answer!’
‘Well, I haven’t got the stone!’ the smallest toad said; it was as ugly as it could possibly be. ‘Why
should I have something so magnificent? And if it makes others envious, then it can’t give me any
pleasure! No, all I wish for is to come up to the rim of the well and look out – it must be delightful!’
‘You’d do better to stay put!’ the old toad said, ‘stick to what you know for sure! Beware of the
bucket, it’ll crush you; and should you get into it, you can easily fall out – not everyone falls as
luckily as I did, with limbs and spawn all safe and sound!’
‘Croa-oak!’ the little toad said, and it sounded like when we humans say ‘Oh, oh!’
It wanted so much to get up to the rim of the well and look out; it felt such a longing for all that
greenness up there; and the next morning, quite by chance, the bucket full of water was being
hauled up, and when for a moment it stopped in front of the stone on which the toad was sitting,
there was a quivering inside the tiny creature, it jumped into the full bucket, fell to the bottom of the
water, which was then heaved up and emptied out.
‘Ugh, how horrible!’ the young man said when he saw it. ‘That’s the ugliest thing I’ve ever seen!’
and he aimed a kick at it with his clog and almost maimed it, but it managed to hide among the tall
nettles. It saw stalk on stalk, and also gazed upwards! The sun was shining on the leaves, making
them quite transparent; it was like it is for us when we suddenly enter a large wood where the sun is
shining through the branches and the foliage.
‘It’s much more delightful here than down in the well! Here one could wish to stay for one’s
entire life!’ the little toad said. It lay there for an hour, it lay there for two! ‘I wonder what’s outside?
Now that I’ve come this far, I might as well explore some more!’ and it crawled out as quickly as it

could crawl and came out onto the road, with the sun shining on it and the dust powdering the
highway as it set off across it.
‘Here one really is on dry land!’ the toad said, ‘it’s almost too much of a good thing – I feel a
tickling sensation all over!’
It reached the ditch; forget-me-nots and meadowsweet grew there; there were live hedgerows full
of elder and hawthorn; cotton-grass, known as ‘The Virgin Mary’s white shift’, grew there like
creepers. There were a host of colours everywhere as well as a butterfly which the toad thought was
a flower that had tugged itself free so as to get a better view of the world – which was a perfectly
reasonable thing to do.
‘If only one could get up such speed,’ the toad said, ‘Croa-oak! How splendid!’
It stayed here by the ditch for eight nights and days, with never a lack of food. On the ninth day
it thought ‘Time to move on!’ – but was there anything more delightful to be found anywhere?
Perhaps a small toad or some green frogs. The previous night there were sounds in the wind that
seem to suggest there were ‘cousins’ close by.
‘It’s wonderful to be alive! to come up from the well, lie in the nettles, crawl along the dusty road
and rest in the wet ditch! but it’s time to move on! to find frogs or a small toad, one can’t do without
that, nature can’t be everything for one!’ And off it set again on its travels.
It came into a field where there was a large pond fringed with reeds, and went in among them.
‘It’s perhaps too wet for you here?’ the frogs said, ‘but you are most welcome! – Are you a he or a
she? No matter, you are just as welcome either way!’
And it was invited to a concert that evening – a family concert: great enthusiasm and thin voices
– we all know the sort of thing. There were no refreshments, only free drinks – the entire pond if
they could manage it.
‘Now it’s time for me to move on!’ the little toad said – it always had an urge for something
better.
It saw the stars twinkling, so large and so bright, it saw the new moon gleaming, it saw the sun
rise, higher and higher.
‘I must still be in a well, a larger well, I must get up higher! I have this restlessness and longing
inside me!’ and when the moon became full and round, the poor creature thought: ‘I wonder if that
is the bucket being lowered, and that I must jump into it if I am to get higher up? or is the sun the
great bucket? how huge it is, how brilliant, it can contain us all! I must seize my opportunity! oh,
how it gleams inside my head! I don’t think the precious stone can gleam any better! But I don’t
have it there and don’t weep for it either, no, higher up into brilliance and joy! I have a conviction,
and yet this fear – it is a difficult step to take! but take it I must! Onwards! Straight ahead!’
And it set off in leaps and bounds, as such a creature can, and soon came to a public highway
where humans lived – there were both flower and vegetable gardens. And it took a long rest near a
cabbage patch.
‘How many different creatures there are that I never knew about! and how large and wonderful
the world is! but one must always keep one’s eyes peeled in it and not stick to one spot.’ And then it
hopped into the cabbage garden. ‘How green it is here! how lovely!’
‘I know all about that!’ the caterpillar on the leaf said. ‘My leaf is the biggest of all those in here!
It hides half the world, but that half I can do without!’
A ‘cluck! cluck!’ was heard – hens came tripping into the cabbage patch. The one at the front
was long-sighted; it caught sight of the caterpillar on the curly leaf and struck out at it, so that it fell
onto the ground, where it wriggled and squirmed. The hen looked at it first with one eye and then
with the other, for it didn’t know what could come of all that wriggling and squirming.
‘It’s not doing it of its own free will!’ the hen thought and lifted its head to strike. The toad was so
horrified that it crawled straight towards the hen.

‘So it’s got auxiliary troops!’ it said. ‘What a nasty creepy-crawly!’ and the hen turned round. ‘I
don’t fancy that little, green mouthful, it will only tickle my gullet!’ The other hens were of the same
opinion, and so they left.
‘I squirmed my way out of that one!’ the caterpillar said, ‘it’s a good thing to have presence of
mind, but the most difficult thing of all is to get back up onto my cabbage leaf. Where is it?’
And the little toad came and expressed its sympathy. It was glad that its sheer ugliness had
frightened off the hens.
‘What do you mean by that?’ the caterpillar asked. ‘I squirmed my own way out of trouble. You
are most unpleasant to look at! May I please be allowed to return to my own world? Now I can
smell cabbage! Now I’m back at my leaf! There’s nothing as delightful as that which is one’s own.
But I’ve got to get higher up!’
‘Yes, higher up!’ the little toad said, ‘higher up! it feels just as I do! but it’s not in the mood today,
that must come from the shock it’s had. All of us want to get higher up!’ and it looked as high up as
it could.
The stork was sitting on its nest on the farmhouse roof; it was clacking away with its beak, and so
was its wife.
‘How high up they life!’ the toad thought. ‘If only I could get up there!’
In the farmhouse two young students lived: one of them was a poet, the other a naturalist; one of
them sang and wrote out of the joy he felt for everything God had created, and that was mirrored in
his heart; he sang of this, concisely, clearly and richly in sonorous verse; the other one dealt directly
with things, even taking them apart if the need arose. He viewed the Lord God’s work as some great
mathematical task, subtracted, multiplied, wanted to know things from without and within, to talk
intelligently about them and understand them completely – and he spoke of them gladly and wisely.
Both of them were good, happy human beings.
‘There’s a fine specimen of a toad!’ the naturalist said, ‘I really must preserve it in alcohol!’
‘But you’ve already got two other ones!’ the poet said. ‘Why not leave this one in peace to enjoy
life!’
‘But it’s so marvellously ugly!’ the other one said.
‘Well, if we can find the precious stone in its head!’ the poet said, ‘I would be prepared to join in
slitting it open!’
‘Precious stone!’ the other one said, ‘that’s what you understand by natural history, I suppose!’
‘But isn’t there something rather beautiful about the superstition that the toad, the ugliest of all
creatures, often hides the most magnificent precious stone in its head! Isn’t that the case with
humans too? Didn’t Aesop, and Socrates too, have such a precious stone?’
The toad didn’t hear any more – and it didn’t understand half of what it had heard either. The
two friends moved on, and it escaped ending up preserved in alcohol.
‘They too talked about the precious stone!’ the toad said to itself. ‘It’s a good thing I haven’t got
it, otherwise I would have been in a nasty situation!’
There came a great clacking from the farmhouse roof – the stork father was lecturing to his
family, and the latter were gazing obliquely down at the two young men in the cabbage patch.
‘Human beings are the most conceited of creatures!’ the stork said. ‘Just listen to their tongues
wagging! and yet they can’t even make a proper clack. They boast about their gift of the gab, their
language! and what a pretty language it is to be sure: it becomes incomprehensible for them for
every day’s journey we take – those in one land can’t understand those in another. We can speak
our language throughout the whole world, both in Denmark and in Egypt. They can’t fly either!
They get up speed by an invention they called ‘the railway’, but they often break their necks doing
so. It gives my beak the shivers when I think of it! The world has no need of humans. We can do
very well without them! As long as we can keep frogs and worms!’

‘What a powerful speech!’ the little toad thought. ‘What a great fellow he it! and how high he sits,
higher than anyone I have ever seen before! and how he can swim!’ it exclaimed when the stork
spread its wings and sped through the air.
And the stork mother talked away in the nest, told of the land of Egypt, of the waters of the Nile
and all the matchless mud there was in foreign lands; it all sounded completely new and delightful to
the small toad.
‘I’ve got to go to Egypt!’ it said. ‘If only the stork would take me along, or one of her young. I
would do something in return for it on its wedding way. Yes, I must really get to Egypt, for I am so
fortunate! All the longing and desire I have – it’s certainly better than having a precious stone in
one’s head!’
And yet it had precisely that precious stone: the eternal longing and desire – upwards, ever
upwards! it shone inside the toad, it gleamed with joy, it was radiant with desire.
At that moment the stork arrived. It had seen the toad in the grass, it swooped down and struck,
and was not particularly gentle with the small creature. The beak squeezed, the wind swished, it was
not at all pleasant, but upwards it came, upwards to Egypt, it was sure of that; and therefore its eyes
gleamed, it was as if a spark flew out of them: ‘Croa-oak!’
Its body was dead, the toad killed. But the spark from its eye, what became of that?
The sun’s ray took it, the sun’s rays bore the precious stone from the toad’s head. Where to?
Don’t ask the naturalist, ask the poet rather; he will tell you it in the form of a fairytale; and the
caterpillar features in it, as does the stork family. Just think! the caterpillar is transformed into a
lovely butterfly! The stork family fly over mountains and oceans to distant Africa, and even so find
the shortest route back home to Denmark, to precisely the same place, the same roof! Yes, it all
sounds almost too much like a fairytale, and yet it is true – you can ask the naturalist if you like, for
he will have to admit it; and you know so yourself, for you have seen it.
– But what about the precious stone in the toad’s head?
Seek it in the sun! Glimpse it if you can!
Its gleam is too strong. As yet we do not have eyes that can withstand looking directly into the
magnificence God has created, men one day we will have such eyes, and that will be the loveliest
fairytale of all, for we ourselves will be a part of it!

